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The tool is user-friendly and very simple to use. Just install and launch the application and then connect to your desired COM
port. Then, simply start snooping! It’s an easy and free tool, but as you will see, it can do more than just collecting information.
Some other features include: — Secure mode and automatic disconnection — Full support for Windows 2000/XP/Vista/7/8 —

Support for multiple COM ports — User-defined threshold for a port/device — Time and date based snapshot logging —
Advanced filtering for serial port — Real-time audio monitoring — Ability to save sessions — Multi-device support — Support
for a remote computer — Works on all serial ports — Easy-to-use interface — Tab-control for port selection — Ability to set
the frequency of capturing data The program comes with an extensive set of features, but, as you will see, that does not mean
that you are bound to use all of them. And if you don’t, just start snooping! Key Features: Collect data from different ports

Monitor multiple COM ports Capture data from several COM ports at the same time Compare sessions Filter data by date, time
and type Filter data by string, binary, octal, decimal, hexadecimal and any mix of the aforementioned formats Graphical display
of your recorded sessions Export recorded sessions Send data to remote computer Export to a file in.txt,.xls,.csv, or.xml format

The bottom line is that Serial Com Port Monitor can capture data from all serial ports (COM) that are connected to your
computer. Moreover, it offers a plethora of other features, which include: Reduces the possibility of data corruption Captures
data even when it is already being transmitted over a serial port This way, it can be a great asset for collecting data in real time

as well as great help for anyone developing products that employ COM communication. Not only can you detect potential
problems as they appear during the communication, but also reduce costs as you may learn to prevent them. For example, a

possible issue that you may encounter while communicating with a remote computer is that some data is not written to a certain
sector. This can be quite a problematic issue. To make sure that you’

Serial Com Port Monitor Download

- Designed to control the serial port by serial port management - Allows you to view serial port data and then record it in a file -
Detects all the events transmitted and received on the port - Detects incoming and outgoing data - Tracks events sent by other

applications - Compares two sessions to see the difference between them - Ability to monitor multiple COM port
simultaneously - Ability to record the data in different formats - Store the data and its data to make analysis - Portable version
so you can work with the same application on multiple computers - Wide range of serial ports supported - Com port monitor

supports Windows - Portable version so you can work with the same application on multiple computers - Can sniff data
transmitted over a serial port - Ability to monitor multiple COM port simultaneously - Detects all the events transmitted and

received on the port - Detects incoming and outgoing data - Tracks events sent by other applications - The tool can work with
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serial ports of Windows - Includes a program for printing, serial port and all the information about the applications you want to
print - Program can work with serial ports of Windows - Serial Com Port Monitor is a tool that monitors serial data that is

transmitted over the COM port of your computer - Can sniff data transmitted over a serial port - The tool can monitor all the
data that is transmitted over the serial port - Program runs on Windows 10 - Simple application - Portable program so you can

work with the same application on multiple computers - The tool includes a program for printing, serial port and all the
information about the applications you want to print - Serial Com Port Monitor is a program that allows you to monitor the

serial port - The tool can monitor all the data that is transmitted over the serial port - Portable version so you can work with the
same application on multiple computers - Serial Com Port Monitor is a program that monitors serial data transmitted over the

COM port of your computer - Lets you quickly check the status of serial port communication - The tool captures the data from
the serial port and stores it in a log file - The tool can work with serial ports of Windows - The tool works with both RS232 and
RS422/485 - The tool can work with both RS232 and RS422/485 ports - The tool is a small and quick serial port monitor - Com

port monitor allows you to capture and compare the data that is transmitted through the serial port - The tool is a small
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Serial Com Port Monitor is a small and handy tool for monitoring serial communication. It allows you to record serial port
traffic, sniff and compare serial sessions. Serial Com Port Monitor is a small and handy tool for monitoring serial
communication. It allows you to record serial port traffic, sniff and compare serial sessions. Serial Com Port Monitor is a small
and handy tool for monitoring serial communication. It allows you to record serial port traffic, sniff and compare serial sessions.
Description: Serial COM Port Monitor is a small and handy tool for monitoring serial communication. It allows you to record
serial port traffic, sniff and compare serial sessions. Keyword: monitoring software, monitoring app, monitoring tool Serial Com
Port Monitor is a small and handy tool for monitoring serial communication. It allows you to record serial port traffic, sniff and
compare serial sessions. Serial Com Port Monitor is a small and handy tool for monitoring serial communication. It allows you
to record serial port traffic, sniff and compare serial sessions. Serial Com Port Monitor is a small and handy tool for monitoring
serial communication. It allows you to record serial port traffic, sniff and compare serial sessions. Serial Com Port Monitor is a
small and handy tool for monitoring serial communication. It allows you to record serial port traffic, sniff and compare serial
sessions. Serial Com Port Monitor is a small and handy tool for monitoring serial communication. It allows you to record serial
port traffic, sniff and compare serial sessions. Serial Com Port Monitor is a small and handy tool for monitoring serial
communication. It allows you to record serial port traffic, sniff and compare serial sessions. Serial Com Port Monitor is a small
and handy tool for monitoring serial communication. It allows you to record serial port traffic, sniff and compare serial sessions.
Description: Serial Com Port Monitor is a small and handy tool for monitoring serial communication. It allows you to record
serial port traffic, sniff and compare serial sessions. Serial Com Port Monitor is a small and handy tool for monitoring serial
communication. It allows you to record serial port traffic, sniff and compare serial sessions. Description: Serial Com Port
Monitor is a small and handy tool for monitoring serial communication. It allows you to record serial port traffic, sniff and
compare serial sessions. Serial Com Port Monitor is a small and handy tool for monitoring serial communication. It allows you
to record serial port traffic, sniff and compare serial sessions. Description: Serial Com Port Monitor is a small and handy tool
for monitoring serial communication. It allows you to record serial

What's New In Serial Com Port Monitor?

Serial Com Port Monitor is a tiny tool that enables a straightforward reading and recording serial data going through your
computer’s serial ports. According to the developer, all data that is sent to and received from serial RS232/422/485 port, all
events that are sent to port by an application and the status of these events. Can capture multiple ports data in real time The
highlight of the tool stems from the fact that it can sniff data transmitted over a serial port even when it is already used by
another application. Consequently, it can be a great asset for collecting data in real time as well as great help for anyone
developing products that employ COM communication. Not only can you detect potential problems as they appear during the
communication, but also reduce costs as you may learn to prevent them. It is worth mentioning that the application can work
with multiple ports at the same time and is not limited to just one, a feature that makes it ideal for development. Since the data
can be sniffed from several COM ports, it means that you can track the communication of your serial app with multiple devices
at a time. Provides comparison tools so you can analyze sessions A further noteworthy feature of the program is that you can
compare your current monitoring session with the one you saved previously. In fact, thanks to this function, you can preview
two different sessions in two adjustable windows so that you can easily spot the differences, identify problems and address them
accordingly. Lastly, it is worth mentioning that Serial Com Port Monitor allows you to manipulate and send data of various
formats. To put it simply, you can work with string, binary, octal, decimal, hexadecimal or any mix of the aforementioned
formats. Serial Com Port Monitor is a tiny tool that enables a straightforward reading and recording serial data going through
your computer’s serial ports. According to the developer, all data that is sent to and received from serial RS232/422/485 port, all
events that are sent to port by an application and the status of these events. Can capture multiple ports data in real time The
highlight of the tool stems from the fact that it can sniff data transmitted over a serial port even when it is already used by
another application. Consequently, it can be a great asset for collecting data in real time as well as great help for anyone
developing products that employ COM communication. Not only can you detect potential problems as they appear during the
communication, but also reduce costs as you may learn to prevent them. It is worth mentioning that the application can work
with multiple ports at the same time and is not limited to just one, a feature that makes it ideal for development. Since the data
can be sniffed from several COM ports, it means that you can track the communication of your serial app with multiple devices
at a time. Provides comparison tools so you can analyze sessions A further noteworthy feature of the program is that you can
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System Requirements:

Minimum: OS: Windows 7, Windows 8, Windows 8.1, Windows 10 Processor: 2 GHz Processor Memory: 1 GB RAM
Graphics: Nvidia Geforce 7400 GS or equivalent Storage: 7 GB available space Additional Notes: Please install Steam before
playing Recommended: Memory: 2 GB RAM Graphics: Nvidia Geforce 7800 or equivalent Storage: 7
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